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This thesis studies the human side of accounting, using the notion of human  
embedded agency. It refers to the ability of human actors to create, maintain and disrupt 
management accounting practices (MAPs). This thesis extends the existing explanation 
boundaries of MAPs’ changes and (re)conceptualizes the role of human agency in 
shaping and interpenetrating diverse forms of MAPs, by exploring how human agency’s 
different dimensions are intertwined with MAPs during significant transformations. 
By means of four different but theoretically interrelated studies, the thesis introduces 
readers to the practices of management control and accounting and the changes these 
practices have undergone in the context of post-socialist countries (PSCs). This research 
goes beyond the well-studied ‘naturally occurring’ management accounting changes 
observed in Western contexts. 
Firstly, the literature review paper describes and compares the progress in MAPs’ reforms 
across different PSCs. The three basic dimensions of agency (practical-evaluative, 
projective and iterational (habitual)) are then examined in three empirical studies. Each 
study draws upon a particular agency’s dimension and examines its role and bonds 
with MAPs. By so doing, the three empirical papers add new perspectives to ‘classic’ 
accounting dilemmas – coercive vs. enabling, formal vs. informal control, stability vs. 
changes. 
The thesis reveals the role of human agency in making different levels of progress in 
terms of accounting reforms across PSCs. The study juxtaposes such parts of agency’s 
different dimensions as ‘situated awareness’, ‘care’ and ‘habit’ with the accounting 
dilemmas and explains the outcomes of MAPs’ changes, resulting in ‘enabling coercion’, 
‘use of informal controls’ and ‘serial institutional entrepreneurship’. In sum, this study 
revives some classic accounting studies and proposes ways to add the ‘new’ perspective 
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of? accounting? –? the? human? actors? involved? and? affected? by? changes.? This? thesis?
studies?the?human?side?of?accounting,?using?the?notion?of?human?embedded?agency.?
The?thesis?refers?to?the?ability?of?human?actors?to?perform?accounting’s?institutional?
work? of? creating,?maintaining? and? disrupting?MAPs.? This? consists? of? a? temporally?
embedded?process?of? social? engagement? that? is? informed? by? the? past?but? is? also?
oriented?towards?the?future?and?towards?the?present,?thus?forming?the?three?basic?
dimensions? of? human? agency:? practical?evaluative,? projective? and? iterational?






forms? of? MAPs.? More? specifically,? it? explores? how? human? agency’s? different?
dimensions?are?intertwined?with?management?accounting?practices?during?significant?
transformations.? The?motivation? to? study? the? context? characterized? by? significant?
changes?stems?from?the?fact?that?the?extent?of?accounting?academic?literature?largely?
focuses?on?the?issues?related?to?MAPs’?changes?in?well?established?Western?contexts.?






readers? to? the?practices?of?management? control? and? accounting? and? the? changes?
these?practices?have?undergone? in?the?context?of?the?transitional?economy.?Firstly,?
the? literature?review?paper?describes?and?compares?the?progress? in?MAPs’?reforms?
across? different? post?socialist? countries? (PSCs)? of? Central? and? Eastern? Europe? and?
former?Soviet?republics.?The?three?basic?dimensions?of?agency?are?then?examined?in?














explain? the? outcomes? of?MAPs’? changes,? resulting? in? ‘enabling? coercion’,? ‘use? of?
informal? controls’? and? ‘serial? institutional? entrepreneurship’.? Finally,? this? study?
revives? some? classic? accounting? studies? and? proposes? ways? to? add? the? ‘new’?
perspective?into?analysis?–?the?‘human?side’?of?accounting.??
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A?metaphor? ‘the?human? side?of?accounting’1? is?picked?up? to? indicate?my? research?
interest? in?the?human’s? influence?on?the?development?of?MAPsi.? It? is?to?be?studied?
through? the? notion? of? human? (embedded)? agency? (Emirbayer? &? Mische,? 1998;?
Battilana?&?D’Aunno,? 2009;? Seo?&? Creed,? 2002).? The? human? (embedded)? agency?
concept,?as?it?is?used?in?this?study,?describes?the?abilities?of?people?‘on?the?ground’,?
with? their? distinctive? mentalities,? traditions,? viewpoints? and? other? psychological?
aspects? (Hall,? 2016)? that?make? them? engage? in? accounting? institutional? work? of?
creating,?maintaining?and?disrupting?MAPs?(Battilana?&?D’Aunno,?2009).?Agency?itself?





‘human? side’? is? even?more? evident? (Widener,? 2014);? therefore,? I? study? cases? of?
significant? transformations.? This? thesis? aims? to? extend? the? existing? explanation?











Throughout? this? thesis,? a? broad? definition? of? MAPs? is? used? that? includes? the?
management? accounting,? information? and? control? perspectives? (Baxter? &? Chua,?
2009).?MAPs?are?an? important?part?of? the?entire? spectrum?of?control?mechanisms?
used? to?motivate,?monitor,?measure? and? sanction? the? actions? of?managers? and?
employees?in?organizations?and?to?coordinate?these?with?the?other?components?of?an?
organization,? such? as? information? and? communication? technologies? (Macintosh?&?
Quattrone,?2010).?MAPs?are?often?described?as?tools?assisting?managers?in?decision?
making? and? in? coping? with? uncertainties? (Simons,? 1987;? 1994).? These? tools? are?









in? management? accounting? or? MAPs’? development? paths? are? often? rife? with?
dilemmas,?which?will?be?examined?in?the?dissertation.?
??
? ??? ???? ?? ??????? ??? ?????? ??? ???? ???????? ??? ???? ????????????? ?????????? ?? ?????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
?
One? of? the? motivations? for? studying? the? context,? characterized? by? significant?
transformations,?is?that?a?majority?of?researchers?interested?in?MAPs’?changes?focus?








(Siti?Nabiha? &? Scapens,? 2005)? or? the? so?called? ‘naturally? occurring’?management?
accounting? changes,? which? might? not? be? considered? imposed? and? difficult.?
Meanwhile,? studies? in? contexts? characterized? by? radical? changes? (i.e.? ‘transitional?


















&? Fenies,? 2016).? For? instance,? from? the? Western? viewpoint,? the? changes? and?
improvements?of?MAPs? in?different?organizations? in?PSCs?are?often?associated?with?
adaptations? of/to? Western? accounting? practices,? to? achieve? better? control? and?
improve?performance?(Haldma?&?Laats,?2002).??
?
Thus,?the?travel?of?accounting? ideas? from?advanced?capitalist?economies?to?PSCs? is?
then?a?fundamental?research?issue.?However,?according?to?Ezzamel?&?Xiao?(2011),?the?
research? in? this? field?should?seriously?consider? the?possibilities?of?accounting? ideas?








disruptive? contextual? transformations? and? their? influence? on? the? ‘human? side’.? In?








and?constrict? the?behavior?of?organizational? inhabitants? (Scott,?2014).?MAPs,? then,?
become?taken?for?granted?rules?in?organizations?(Burns?&?Scapens,?2000),?providing?
“stability? and? meaning? to? social? life”? (Scott,? 2014,? p.? 56).? Therefore,? MAPs,? as?
institutions,? are? quite? resistant? to? change? (Bourmistrov,? 2017;? Granlund,? 2001;?
Jepperson,? 1991;? Siti?Nabiha? &? Scapens,? 2005).? To? explain? how? institutions?may?
develop? and? change,? that? is,? to? explain? institutional? change,? two? theoretical?
perspectives?have?dominated?during?different?periods?in?organization?and?accounting?





the?ability?of? individual?actors? to?“make?a?difference”? in? the? flow?of?events? (Scott,?






and?organizational?actors,? that?are? in? fact?embedded? in?particular? institutions? that?
constrain?their?behavior?(at?least,?to?some?degree).??
?
Studies? referred? to? as? neo?institutional? theory? largely? focused? on? the? structural?
aspects?of?changes?and?therefore?typically?assumed?that?structural?constraints?shaped?
actors’?behavior?and?that?actors?adapted?to?institutions?(Battilana?&?D’Aunno,?2009;?
Greenwood?&?Hinings,?1996;?Suddaby,?2010).?Thus,? the?premise?of? this? stream?of?
literature? is? that? (almost? any)? ideas? spread,? land? and? are? eventually? enacted? in?
organizations.?However,?this?perspective? failed?to?explain?why? identical?accounting?
?5?
patterns? or? ideas? are? enacted? in? some? organizations,? and? are? even? perceived? as?
enabling,?but?fail?and?are?perceived?as?coercive?in?others,?even?though?they?seem?to?
have? followed? a? similar? implementation? algorithm.? Further,? some? studies? showed?
how?formal?control?mechanisms?had?to?be?substituted?by?informal?control?systems,?
because?of? the? choices?made?by?managers? ‘on? the?ground’,?despite? the?directives?
‘from?the?top’?(Preston,?1986).??
?
Combining? the?old? institutionalism?with? the?neo?institutional? theory,? Seo?&?Creed?
(2002)?referred?to?a?“paradox?of?human?embedded?agency”,?that?is,?how?actors?who?





of? reflexivity? (Archer,?2009,?2010;?Battilana?&?D’Aunno,?2009)? that?allows? them? to?
engage? in? accounting? institutional? work? and,? consequently,? in? MAPs’? changes?
(Englund?et?al.,?2013;?van?der?Steen,?2006).?Thus,?this?approach?allows?researchers?to?
look?at?MAPs?not?only?as?external?(given)?constructs?but?also?as?the?products?of?human?
actions? (Zilber,? 2013;? Battilana? et? al.,? 2009).? I? chose? this? approach,? because? I? am?







vs.? enabling? control? dilemma)?? (2)?When? do? actors? prefer? using? formal? or?more?
informal?control?mechanisms?(formal?vs.?informal?control?dilemma)??and?(3)?Why?and?















accounting? regimes,?etc.).?Further,? it? is?believed? that,? in? times?of? transformations,?
hidden?things?become?more?visible?(Foucault,?2013).?Therefore,?it?is?believed?that?the?
cases? reported?here?will?provide?a? rich?description?of? the? role?of?human?agency’s?
dimensions?in?undertaking?MAPs’?changes.?
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processes.? These? cases? are? (a)?MAPs? transformations? caused? by? transition? from?




management?control?systems? in?these?projects?(Paper?3).?While? it? is?acknowledged?
that?these?settings?are?loosely?connected,?it?is?stressed?that?each?has?unique?insight?




concepts? and?provide? a? framework? for?understanding? the? influence?of? the? radical?
changes?on?the?development?of?MAPs?and?the?role?of?human?agency?in?this?context.?




section? that? demonstrates? and? analyzes? different? aspects? (dimensions)? of? human?
agency? that? interpenetrate? diverse? forms? of? management? accounting? (control)?









Andersson,? 2000),? in? which? the? role? of? accounting? is? assumed? to? be? sufficiently?
powerful?for?its?adoption?to?make?managers?rational,?responsible?and?accountable?for?
their?financial?results.?This?type?of?accounting,?then,?is?mainly?formal,?has?a?diagnostic?
character,? is? enacted? through? hierarchies,? thus? imposed,? and? is? consequently?








accounting? (Burchell? et? al.,? 1980;? Baxter? &? Chua,? 2009;? Chapman? et? al.,? 2009;?
Hopwood?&?Miller,?1994;?Miller?&?Power,?2013;?Gerdin?et?al.,?2014).?In?such?cases,?
accounting? can? also? enhance? interactive? learning? processes? and? provide? other?
opportunities? for? individual? actors? and? organizations? (Ahrens?&? Chapman,? 2004).?
Despite?a?substantial?interest?in?this?issue,?many?of?the?studies?of?MAPs’?changes?are?
likely? to? pay? little? attention? to? the? individual? actors’? perspectives? or? micro?
perspectives? (van? der? Steen,? 2006;? 2009,? 2011)? and? the? underlying? processes? of?




idea?of? tracing? the? role?of? these?aspects? in? the? implementation?of?a?new? financial?
control?regime?in?a?former?SOE?resulted?in?Paper?2?of?this?dissertation.??
Formal?vs.?informal?control.?Formal?control?systems?are?reported?to?be?preferred?in?









There?are?differences? in? the?claimed? roles?of?accounting?and? the?ways?accounting?
functions?in?practice?(Burchell?et?al.,?1980;?Hopwood?&?Miller,?1994;?Miller?&?Power,?
2013;?Chapman? et? al.,?2009;?Gerdin? et? al.,?2014),? especially? in? situations? that? are?








might?expect? that? this? is?where?organizational?participants?would?need? to?explore?
problems,?ask?questions,?explicate?presumptions,?analyze?the?analyzable?and?finally?
resort?to?judgement”?(Burchell?et?al.,?1980,?pp.?14?15).?Thus,?accounting?may?take?the?










beliefs? and? practices? (DiMaggio,? 1988).? However,? while? seeking? changes? and?
?9?







attention? to? the? results?of? internal? intentions? as? also? important? aspects?of?MAPs’?
changes? (Ahrens?&?Ferry,?2018;?Covaleski?et?al.,?2013;?van?der?Steen,?2006;?2009,?
2011),?that?is,?different?psychological?aspects?(Hall,?2016)?of?human?embedded?agency?
that? are? somehow? taken?for?granted? in? most? studies? of? accounting? changes.?






will,? intentionality,? interest,? choice,?autonomy?and? freedom? (Emirbayer?&?Mische,?










also? oriented? towards? the? future? and? the? present.? Thus,? there? are? three? basic?
dimensions? of? agency:? iterationality? (habituality),? projectivity? and? practical?
evaluativity?(Emirbayer?&?Mische,?1998),?see?Table?1.1.??
?
The?practical?evaluative?dimension?of?agency? is?oriented? towards? the?present?and?
thus?responds?to?the?demands?and?contingencies?of?the?present.?It?entails?the?capacity?
of? actors? to?make? practical? and? normative? judgments? among? alternative? possible?
trajectories? of? action,? in? response? to? the? emerging? demands,? dilemmas,? and?
ambiguities? of? present? evolving? situations? (Emirbayer? &? Mische,? 1998).? “Even?
10?
relatively? unreflective? routine? dispositions?must? be? adjusted? to? the? exigencies? of?
changing? situations;?and?newly? imagined?projects?must?be?brought?down? to?earth?
within?real?world?circumstances”?(Emirbayer?&?Mische,?1998,?p.?994).?Judgments?and?
choices?must?often?be?made? in?the?face?of?considerable?ambiguity,?uncertainty?and?
conflict;? means? and? ends? sometimes? contradict? each? other,? and? unintended?
consequences? require? changes? in? strategy? and? direction.? The? problematization? of?
experience? in? response? to?emergent?situations? thus?calls? for? increasingly? reflective?





Thus,? the?primary? locus?of?agency? in? the?practical?evaluative?dimension? lies? in? the?
contextualization? of? social? experience.? By? increasing? their? capacity? for? practical?
evaluation,?actors?strengthen?their?ability?to?exercise?agency?in?a?mediating?fashion,?
enabling? them? (at? least? potentially)? to? pursue? their? projects? in? ways? that? may?
challenge? and? transform? the? situational? contexts? of? action? themselves? (although,?
given? the? contingency? and? uncertainty? of? interactions,? the? consequences? of? their?




The? projective? dimension? of? agency? encompasses? the? “imaginative? generation? by?
actors?of?possible?future?trajectories?of?action,?in?which?received?structures?of?thought?







Faced? with? problems? that? taken?for?granted? approaches? cannot? solve,? actors?
“project”?themselves?into?the?future?(Battilana?&?D’Aunno,?2009).?Reflections?about?








The? iterational? (or?habitual)?dimension?of?agency? is?oriented? towards? the?past?and?
describes? the? “selective? reactivations? by? actors? of? past? patterns? of? thought? and?
action…? ?It? helps?? to? sustain? identities,? interactions,? and? institutions? over? time”?
(Emirbayer?&?Mische,?1998,?p.?971).?The?primary?locus?of?agency?for?the?iterational?
dimension?lies?in?actors’?abilities?to?recall,?select?and?to?appropriately?apply?the?more?
or? less? tacit? schemes?of?action? that? they?have?developed?during?past? interactions.?
Further,?even? though? this? takes?place?at?a? low? level?of?conscious? reflection,? it? still?













































examined? Situated?awareness? Care? Habit?
Accounting?











developed?by? Emirbayer?&?Mische? (1998)? challenges? the?notion?of? institutions? as?
cognitively?totalizing?structures.?Further,?though?actors?may?be?subject?to?institutional?







The?dissolution?of? the? Soviet?Union?and? the? collapse?of? the? communist? system? in?
Central?and?Eastern?Europe?was?one?of?the?most?significant?events?in?the?last?century?
after? the? Second?World?War.? ? Since? then,?most? of? the? countries? affected? by? this?
development,? generally? referred? to? as? post?socialist? countries? (PSCs),? have? been?
engaged?in?transformation?processes?from?planned?economies?to?market?economies?





of? financial? accounting? and? control,? capital? budgeting,? project? management,?






According? to? previous? studies,?MAPs? and? the? role? of? accounting? in? PSCs? differed?
substantially? from? those? of? the? Western? model? (Bailey,? 1995;? Enthoven,? 1998;?









and? gradually? respond? to? dramatic? changes? in? operating? conditions? (Southworth,?
1994).? In?Ukraine? for? instance,? transformations? in? the?economy?were? followed?by?
mass? privatizations? and? “accountingization”? in? previously? SOEs? (Petrovych? &?
Borbulevych,?2016;?Solodchenko?&?Sucher,?2005).??
?
The? impact? of? these? developments? has? been? enhanced? by? the? demands? of?
globalization,? evidenced? in?particular? in? the?pressures? exerted?on? transitional? and?
emerging?market?economies?by? the?World?Bank? (WB),? the? International?Monetary?
Fund?(IMF),?big?international?audit?firms?and?the?International?Accounting?Standards?
Board?(IASB),?as?well?as?the?demands?of?foreign?venture?capitalists?and?multinational?
corporations? (MNCs)? to?develop?accounting?and? financial?systems,?similar? to? those?
used?in?advanced?capitalist?economies?(Ezzamel?&?Xiao,?2011).?Nevertheless,?studies?
of? the? 2000s? showed? that? some? companies,? despite? the? orientation? to?Western?
markets,? still?widely?used? “outdated”?accounting?models?and? calculation?practices?
(Vámosi,?2000).?The?situation?might?have?changed,?and,?therefore,?this?research?area?




Particularly,?previously?SOEs?were? traditionally?engaged? in? long?term?planning?and?
bureaucratic? controls;? an? absolute?majority?of? SOEs?were?overstaffed,? in?order? to?
contribute?to?full?employment.?Limited?financial?and?management?resources?were?a?
problem?for?many?enterprises?in?the?PSCs?(Peng?&?Heath,?1996).?Further,?the?system?
of? informal? contacts? and? personal? networks? (e.g.? blat? in? former? Soviet? Union?
countries,? such? as? Russia,? see? Ledeneva,? 1998),? has? traditionally? affected? many?
aspects?of?business?and?accounting?(Sucher?et?al.,?2005)?and?therefore?had?an?impact?

























Thus,? with? significant? changes? at? the? level? of? formal? and? informal? institutions,?




Peng? &? Heath,? 1996;? Sucher? et? al.,? 2005;? Ledeneva,? 1998),? seem? to? have? an?
opportunity? to?act?differently? in? the?new?environment? (e.g.? freely?adapt? ‘Western’?
management?and?accounting?ideas,?be?more?initiating,?improvising?and?self?aspiring).?

































In? this?section,? I?will?present? the? research?approach? that? I?have? followed? from? the?
research?idea,?through?relating?the?idea?to?existing?theory,?designing?a?research?plan,?








this?dissertation? started? from?an? idea,? followed?by?a? literature? review?of?previous?
studies?on?MAPs’?changes?and?human?agency,?before?I?went?back?to?refine?the?idea?in?
light?of?existing?theory.?A?research?design?was?developed,?and?initial?data?collected,?












literature? (Ahrens? &? Chapman,? 2006;? Chua,? 1986),? I? developed? a? structured?




























As? stated? by? Berg? and? Lune? (2012,? p.? 22),? “every? research? project? has? to? start?
somewhere”.?Usually,? it? starts?with? an? idea.?At? the?beginning?of?my?PhD,? I?had? a?
general?interest?in?the?field?of?management?accounting?and?control?changes?in?view?
of?organizational?uncertainties,? complexities? and? transformation.? I?was? concerned?
with?the?questions:?What?do?managers?do?in?practice?to?cope?with?uncertainties??and?
why,? in? order? to? cope?with? organizational? uncertainties? and? transformations,? do?
managers?choose?and?rely?on?particular?management?control?and?accounting?tools??
Further,?seeing?the?gap?in?the?management?accounting?literature?covering?topics?of?






































control? over? the? newly? acquired? assets.? After? getting? ‘into? the? field’,? talking? to?




the?managers? in?DTEK,?who?was? later? termed? ‘Institutional?Entrepreneur’.?Second,?
during?my?master?studies,?I?had?an?opportunity?to?access?the?field?of?management?of?
unique?construction?projects?in?Ukraine?and?Norway;?I?thought?that?the?analysis?of?the?





MAPs’? research,?more?knowledge?about? the? institutional?actors? involved? in?MAPs’?
changes,? possible? theoretical? explanations? and? findings? in? the? empirical? data,? the?
research?questions?for?this?dissertation?were?refined?several?times.?Initially,?the?main?
purpose?of?the?study?was?to?explain?the?effect?of?MAPs’?changes?on?organizational?





This? approach? significantly? complemented? the? approaches? and? studies? in? the?
management?accounting?literature,?in?which?MAPs?were?reported?to?be?implemented?





of? research?questions?will?be?provided? later? in? the? text,? in? the?“Empirical? findings”?
section).??
?
As? the?purpose?of? this?dissertation?was? to?explore? the? role?of? the? ‘human? side’?of?

















Different? ontologies? describe? social? reality? in? different? ways? and?make? different?
assumptions? about? what? ‘objects’? there? are? to? be? studied? (Chua,? 1986).? The?
ontological?assumptions?have?a?regulatory?role?in?the?research?project?“as?they?govern?
those? concepts? which? are? deemed? admissible? in? explanation? as? in? description”?
(Archer,? 1995,? p.? 20).?Within? social? research,? key? ontological? questions? concern:?
whether? or? not? social? reality? exists? independently? of? human? conceptions? and?
interpretations;?whether? there? is?a?common,? shared,? social? reality?or? just?multiple?
context?specific?realities;?and?whether?or?not?social?behavior?is?governed?by?laws?that?
can? be? seen? as? immutable? or? generalizable? (Ritchie? et? al.,? 2013).? Ontological?





thesis.?The? first?ontological? issue?concerns? the?objective?vs.?subjective?view?of? the?
world;?the?second? issue? lies? in?the?structure?vs.?agency?debate;?and?the?third? issue?
considers? the? view? of? change? as? either? variance? or? process.? Current? research’s?
underlying?ontological?assumptions?are? illustrated? in?Figure?1.4?and?will?be? further?
described?in?the?text.????
?





As? opposed? to? the? functionalist? paradigm,? Burrell? and?Morgan? (1979)? suggest? an?
interpretive? paradigm,? in? which? the? world? is? viewed? as? socially? constructed.?
Interpretive? researchers? in? management? accounting? literature? assume? that? the?


































belief? that? social? reality? is?emergent,? subjectively?created,?and?objectified? through?
human? interactions.? Another? important? work? stresses? that? social? reality? is? a?
contingent?and?ongoing?achievement?of?actors?who?constantly?construct?their?world?
in? interested? and? strategic?ways? (Lawrence? et? al.,? 2009,? p.? 12).? Thus,? the? aim? of?
interpretive?research? is?to?make?sense?of?human?actions?and?meanings?attached?to?
the? issues? in? their? everyday? life? contexts? (Kakkuri?Knuuttila? et? al.,? 2008b).? An?
interpretive?researcher,?then,?seeks?to? interpret?how?the?actors?attach?meaning?to?
their? actions? (Chua,? 1986)? within? particular? “social? structures? that? pre?date? the?
individual”?(Lukka,?2014).??
?
Despite? an? agreement? that? management? accounting? research? draws? upon? both?







the? epic? dimensions? that? provide? explanations? from? a? more? external? viewpoint?
(Kakkuri?Knuuttila?et?al.,?2008b;?Lukka,?2014).?In?relation?to?this?dissertation,?it?starts?
with?a? “how”?question? that?points? to? the? search? for?explanatory?aspects? that? can?
explain? the?processes? and?mechanisms? for?producing? the? outcome? (Lukka,? 2014),?
which? in? this? case? is? the? notion? of? the? human? side? in?MAPs? that? helps? deal?with?






constructivism? (Kakkuri?Knuuttila?et?al.,?2008b).?This?means? that?underlying? reality?
cannot?directly?be?observed? from?empirical?observations.?Thus,? I?cannot?make?any?
knowledge?claims?about? the? ‘real’,?based?exclusively?on?what? I?observe.?However,?
with? the?use?of? theories,? I? can? suggest?explanations?of?my?empirical?observations?
about?the?real?world.?Further,?as?we?can?never?have?full?access?to?the?real?world,?our?





1995).? As,? throughout? this? thesis,? actors? are? seen? as? both? embedded? in? extant?
institutional?structures?and?capable?of?changing?those?structures?(also?known?as?“the?
paradox?of?embedded?agency”?in?the?institutional?literature?(Seo?&?Creed,?2002)),?the?





to?deliberate?on? the?world?and?envisage?opportunities? for? change? (Modell,?2017).?
Further,? the? motivations? and? actions? of? people? may? be? intertwined? in? their?









due? to? interventions? from? the? human? side.? There? are? two? main? approaches? to?
studying? changes? in? organizational? studies? (Van? de? Ven?&? Poole,? 2005):? through?
variance?theory?and?process?theory.?The?premise?of?variance?theory?is?that?change?is?
the? dependent? variable,? which? is? explained? by? a? set? of? independent? variables.?









among? different? individuals,? individuals? and? organizations,? organizations? and?
contexts,? and? even? as? interaction? between? individual? characteristics,? such? as?





Epistemology,? in? general,? is? concerned? with? our? beliefs? about? knowledge? (Chua,?
1986).? Different?world?views? imply? different? assumptions? about?what? constitutes?
adequate?knowledge.?The?ontological?assumptions?presented?in?the?previous?section?
constitute? boundaries? for? the? possible? epistemological? assumptions? of? this?
dissertation.?Balancing?subjective?objective?elements?influences?the?epistemological?









a?possibility? to?make? “context?bound?knowledge? claims”?and? recognize? that? these?
claims?may?be? faulty? (Modell,?2009,?p.?212).?Fourthly,? to?make?a?valid?knowledge?
claim,?both?emic?and?etic?perspectives?must?be?included?(Meidell,?2016).?The?second?
ontological? assumption,? related? to? the? structure? vs.? agency? dilemma,? has? the?
following?implication?here.?The?structural?perspective?helps?to?understand?how?actors?
are? embedded? in? extant? social? structures,?while? the? agency? perspective? helps? to?
understand?how?the?actors?(due?to?their?personal?aspects?and?characteristics)?are?able?








A? general? approach? to? studying? research? topics? is? called?methodology? (Ahrens?&?
Chapman,?2006).?The?main?function?of?methodology?is?to?provide?the?researchers?with?
particular? activities? that? can?be?undertaken? to? respond? to? the? research?questions?
(Mingers,? 2003).? The? methodological? assumptions? that? are? deemed? appropriate?
depend? on? how? ‘truth’? is? defined? (Chua,? 1986).? The? outlined? epistemological?
assumptions? suggest? that? there? is?no?absolute? truth,? that? theories?can?be?used? to?
explain?rather?than?predict?causal?powers?where?knowledge? is?context?bound,?and?
that?it?can?be?assumed?that?both?emic?and?etic?accounts?must?be?included?to?provide?






The? thesis? is? based? on? qualitative?methods,? aiming? to? capture? the? complexity? of?






















researcher? and? researched”? (Ahrens?&? Chapman,? 2006,? p.? 824).? The? selection? of?










? The? third?empirical?study? (Paper?4)?provides?analysis?of? the?motivations?and?













and?not?only? in? formal? interviews.?Studies?of?MAPs’?changes?could?be?more?easily?
conducted? in?the?Western?context;?however,?as?many?cases?and? field?studies?have?
already?been? conducted? in? these? ‘established? settings’,? I?wanted? to? find? a? special?
context?with? rapid? environmental? changes? that?would? contrast?with? the?Western?





While? positivistic? studies? typically? use? a? deductive?mode? of? reasoning? and? logical?






unlike? in? deductive? reasoning,? the? premises? do? not? guarantee? the? conclusion?
(Josephson?&?Josephson,?1996).??
?
Abduction? may? be? described? as? “developing? (‘inventing’)? theoretically? informed?
explanations?to?new?and?often?surprising?empirical?observations”?(Lukka?&?Modell,?
2010,?p.?467).?In?practice,?abduction?can?be?seen?as?using?a?combination?of?elements?





“complex? interplay? between? human? agents? and? the?multitude? of? causal? powers?
embedded? in? social? structures”? (Modell,? 2017,? p.? 29).?With? the? use? of? abductive?
reasoning,? it? is? possible? to?make?multiple? iterations? between? possible? theoretical?









generate?new?conceptual? insights.?These?were?essential? features?of? the?conducted?
doctoral? research.?An? iterative?process?of?going?back?and? forth?between?empirical?







need? to? reflect? the? researcher’s? ontological,? epistemological,? methodological?
assumptions?altogether?with?the?theory?and?hypothesis?that?will?be?used?(Ahrens?&?
Chapman,? 2006;? Baxter? &? Fong? Chua,? 2008;? Lukka? &?Modell,? 2010).? The? three?
empirical? papers? of? this? dissertation? are? devoted? to? changes? in? management?
accounting? and? control? practices? in? Ukrainian? organizations.? Thus,? most? of? the?
empirical? data?were? collected? in? Ukraine? through? interviewing,? observations? and?
secondary? data;? see? Table? 1.2.? Almost? all? interviews? are? tape?recorded? and?
transcribed?(more?information?about?interviews,?interviewees,?and?interview?guides?




the? theorization?of? the? field?data.?These?visualization?methods?allowed? the? causal?
explanations?and?historical?unfolding?to?be?presented?in?relatively?limited?spaces.??
?
It? has? been? previously? reported? that? conducting? research? in? countries? with? a?
transitional?economy?is?a?much?more?challenging?process?than?conducting?research?in?
the?West.?The?necessity?of?speaking?the?same?language?is?not?the?only?case.?I?want?to?
briefly? share?my?experience? ‘from? the? field’? in?Appendix?B? (‘Take?aways’? from? the?
field:? how? (not)? to? conduct? research? in? the? context? of? PSCs).? In? order? to? reveal?
similarities?and?differences?in?control?practices?in?big?construction?projects?(Paper?3),?
in?addition? to? the?data? collected? in?Ukraine,?empirical?data?were?also? collected? in?
Norway.?This?permits?me?to?draw?some?conclusions?and?to?highlight?similarities?and?
differences?in?appropriate?interviewing?techniques?in?different?contexts.?As?expected,?






English).? It? is? quite? a? new? practice? in? Ukraine? for? researchers? to? approach?
organizations? and? ask? managers? for? their? opinions? on? accounting? practices.? My?
experience?supports?the?idea?that?those?researchers?who?are?interested?in?the?context?
of?a?transitional?economy?should?have?personal?contacts?in?organizations?in?Ukraine?









Elements? Paper?1? Paper?2? Paper?3? Paper?4?
























































can?also?be? characterized?as? the? convincingness?of? field? research? (Baxter?&?Chua,?








e?mails.?Notes? from? the? interviews?are?available? in?my?personal?archive.?Third,?the?



















39? 22? 51? 1?hour?15?min? 5? 2011–2017?
?
Credibility?refers?to?accuracy?of?understanding,?interpretation?and?representation?of?
research? results? (Ritchie?et?al.,?2013).?To?obtain?credibility?of?understanding? in? the?
phase?of?data?collection,?multiple? sources?of?evidence?were?used.? In?other?words,?
triangulation?of?sources?was?employed.?Understanding?of?MAPs,?which?was?obtained?
from? the? primary? sources,? was? thereafter? enhanced? by? the? study? of? internal?
documents,?other?publicly?available?data?and?online?materials.?Besides? interviews,?








phase? of? data? analysis? or,? in? some? cases,? during? the? next? round? of? interviews.?













the?purpose?of? this? study? in? relation? to? scientific?generalization? can?be?defined?as?
‘expanding? and? generalizing? theories’,? rather? than? ‘particularizing’? instances? (Yin,?
2013).?This?means? that,? in? terms?of? transferability,? the?results?of? this?study?can?be?
transferred?to?other?similar?settings,?in?which?similar?conditions?to?those?studied?may?





and? talking? to? people? involved? in? or? affected? by?management? accounting.? Ethical?
issues,?outlined?by?Bell?and?Bryman?(2007),??that?must?be?taken?into?consideration?by?
a?qualitative?researcher,?are?addressed?in?this?research:??(1)?Harm?to?participants?and?












?????? ??? ???????????? ???? ????????? ???? ?????? ???????? ??? ??????????? ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
?
This?paper?stems? from?an? interest? in?management?accounting?practices? (MAPs)7? in?
post?socialist? countries? (PSCs)? and? aims? to? provide? a? comprehensive? overview? of?
existing?empirical?academic? research?published? in? this?area? in? recent?decades.?The?
importance?of?systematized?knowledge?in?the?field?of?MAPs?is?widely?recognized,?and?
regular?updates?on?the?topic?are?frequently?published?in?the?top?accounting?journals,?









‘social’?part?of?MAPs’?changes? is?also? important.? In? this? regard,? the?main? research?
question? posed? in? this? study? is? ‘How? has? transformation? to? a? market? economy?





both? peer?reviewed? accounting? journals? (PRAJ)? and? other? business? administration?
journals? (BAJ),? written? in? English.? The? findings? reveal? that? especially? significant?
??????????????????????????????????????????????
7? Throughout? this? paper,? I? use? a? broad? definition? of?MAPs? that? essentially? encompasses? “what?








Czarniawska?Joerges? (1994)),? research? and? practices? in? these? countries? follow?
Western? patterns? and? paths.?Modernization? and? transformation? of?MAPs? is? also?
happening? in? the? transition? PSCs? (former? Soviet? and? Yugoslav? republics,? except?
Slovenia,?Bulgaria?and?Romania?(Paladi?&?Fenies,?2016))?but?slightly?slower.?The?wide?
use?of?the?new?performance?measurement?techniques,?computerized?management?
































dependent?upon?both?progress? in?reforms? (the? institutional/structural?perspective)?
















perception? in?a?non?Western?context.?Bureaucracy? is?often?associated?with? formal?
procedures,?imposed?(coercive)?rules?and?hierarchical?structures?(Hoy?&?Sweetland,?




















the?Ukrainian? large?energy? company? that?was? formed?around? former?SOEs?with?a?
Soviet? past? (termed? “the? new? empire”).? I? analyze? the? major? organizational? and?
accounting?(financial?control?regime)?changes?undergone?by?this?company?in?recent?
years? and? analyze? the? actors’? perceptions? of? control.? Over? recent? decades,?
bureaucracies?and? ‘formal’?organizations?have?encountered? severe?criticism? in? the?




In? this? respect,? the? phrase? “bureaucracy? must? die”? is? common? advice? for? an?















case.? Despite? the? fact? that? transformations? in? the? company,? caused? by? new?

























middle??and?bottom?level?managers?were?obliged? to?become? involved? in? the? rigid?
budgetary?procedures?and?daily?accounting? (often? joking?about? it:?“we?are?all? ‘big’?
managers?here,?we?all?have?our?own?budgets…”),?after?a?while?they?did?not? look?at?
these?changes?as?coercive?and?constraining.?These?people?became?emancipated;?the?
new? ‘regime’?gave? them? space? to?create,? learn,?and?act? (within?defined? limits?and?
budgets).??
?
Thus,? through?MAS? and? budgeting,? organizational? actors? were? reconstructed? as?
decision?makers.? In?addition,?many?of? the? former?unformalized?best?practices?well?
known? in? organizations? were? revived? with? new? features? (e.g.? modified? Gastev?
movement)?and?therefore?were?not?perceived?as?completely?new?and?unknown.?Thus,?
formalized? accounting?procedures?have?brought? several?benefits? to?organizations:?
refined? knowledge?sharing? mechanisms? and? reconstructed? decision?making?












2016;? Hodgson,? 2004).? Our? study? contributes? to? this? discussion? by? showing? the?






The? purpose? of? this? paper? is? to? analyze? how? project? managers? of? big? unique?
construction?projects?mobilize?their?control?efforts?during?the?project’s?construction?
and?safeguard? its? ‘good? fate’?by?ensuring?the?transformation?of?abstract? ideas? into?
specific? results? (unique? sport? arenas)? that?meet? stakeholders’? requirements? and?
expectations.? Fundamental? limitations? are? reported? in? the? use? of? formal? control?
systems,? i.e.?the?traditional?diagnostic?“Iron?Triangle”?control?regime?(PMI,?PMBoK,?
2013;?Kerzner,?2013),?as?they?cannot?detect?or?prevent?different?uncertainties?related?





control? and? project? organizing? (Sahlin?Andersson,? 1992;? Blomquist? et? al.,? 2010),?
because? the? traditional? (formal?controls)?seem? to? fail?quite?often? (Flyvbjerg,?2007;?
2014;?Flyvbjerg?et?al.,?2002;?Flyvbjerg?et?al.,?2003).??
?
In? finding?new?ways?of?controlling?and?organizing,? I?appeal? to? the?concept?of?care?
(Heuts?&?Mol,?2013;?Von?Krogh,?1998;?Vie,?2012a),?as?an?essential?part?of?human?
agency,?and?the?reason?behind?conduct?(Bandura,?1989).?Thus,?the?current?paper?aims?
to? find?out? ??How?do?managers?mobilize? informal? controls?with? care,? to? repair? the?
failures?of?formal?controls?in?big,?unique?construction?projects??We?aim?to?answer?this?






















even?exceeded? stakeholders’? expectations.?Both? arenas?became? the? landmarks?of?
their? regions?and?were? completed? in? time?–?before? important? sport? competitions.?
However,?both?projects?ended?up?with?double? their?budgeted?costs? (compared? to?
initial?estimations),?which? from? the? “Iron?Triangle”?perspective?would?constitute?a?
managerial?failure.?That?outcome?can?be?attributed?to?the?cumbersome?pre?execution?
stage?of?both?projects?but?also?to?the?fact?that?new?uncertainties?appeared?even?at?
the? late? execution? stages,? requiring? ‘redrawing’.? Despite? considerable? case?
differences,?e.g.?the?projects’?ownership?(public?vs.?private),?we?found?a?similarity?that?
allowed? the? management? control? system? (MCS)? to? be? navigated? and? projects’?
progress?safeguarded.?Through?qualitative?data,?we?show?that?care?became?a?natural?
part?of?managers’?acceptance?of?personal?responsibility?in?big?projects?and?one?of?the?












do?not? abandon? the? ship?when? it? sinks”,? caring?means? extending?boundaries? and?
finding?new?solutions?to?complex?problems.?Managers?modify?MCS?with?care?and?face?
uncertainties;? they?mobilize?MCS?with?care? to?produce?project? results.?Care?needs?
passion,? patience,? inspiration,? and? gut? feeling.?An? implication? of? this? research? for?




?????? ??? ???????????? ???? ????????? ???? ????????????? ???? ????? ????? ??? ??? ??????????? ???





2017)?but?not? those?of? institutional?entrepreneurs? (IEs).?Further,? there? is?a? lack?of?
attention?within?accounting?change? literature,?and? institutional? theory?particularly,?
paid?to? individuals,?to?explain?who?become? IEs?and?why?(Kisfalvi?&?Maguire,?2011).?
Although?much?research?has?addressed?the?field?conditions?conducive?to?IEs,?as?well?










techniques? (McDonald,? 2005)? and? retrospectively? (Leonard?Barton,? 1990;? Ven? &?
Huber,?1990;?Langley,?1999),?in?the?period?1999–2017,?and?pay?special?attention?to?













Ukraine? very? relevant? (Battilana? et? al.,? 2009).? From? a? theoretical? perspective,?we?
combine? psychology? and? institutional? entrepreneurship? theory? (DiMaggio,? 1988;?
Battilana? et? al.,? 2009).? In?particular,?we? incorporate? selected? concepts? from?work?
psychology? (Bourmistrov?&?Kaarbøe,?2013,?2017;?Korpelainen?&?Kira,?2013;?White,?












aspects?of? the?actor’s?personality?and?character,?we?define? the? following:?curiosity?
and? charisma;? willingness? to? experiment? and? spread? knowledge? (knowledge? is?
updated? through? continuing?education);?perseverance? in? achieving? goals? and?own?
interests? and? result? orientation;? thirst? for? experimenting;? obsession? with? the?
construction?of?new?processes;?avoiding?discomfort?from?doing?what?does?not?fit?the?
mindset;?optimizations?and?delegation?of?responsibilities;?passion?for?success?in?self?














drivers? of? changes,? we? also? found? that? not? only? field?level? aspects,? personal?
background?and?particular?skills?(Battilana?et?al.,?2009),?but?also?psychological?aspects?
seemed? to? shape? the? individual?as? IE?and?define?his? ‘fate’.?Through? this?study,?we?
reveal?that?institutional?entrepreneurship?can?have?a?cyclic?character?and?depend?on?
PWS.?A?match?or?mismatch?between?the?mindset?and?behavior?results?in?individuals?
experiencing? a? ‘comfort’? or? ‘discomfort’? zone? in? their?workplace? (Bourmistrov? &?
Kaarbøe,?2013,?2017;?Korpelainen?&?Kira,?2013;?White,?2009),?which?in?turn?influences?
their? efforts? in? acting? as? IEs.?We? call? this? behavioral? pattern? ‘serial? institutional?
entrepreneurship’,? meaning? that? individuals? do? not? always? act? as? institutional?











Power,? 2013).? However,? the? “social”? part? of? this? definition? is? often? limited? to?
understanding? the? organizational?level? actors? engaged? in?MAPs’? changes,?without?
addressing?the?micro?perspective?(van?der?Steen,?2006)?and?underlying?processes?of?
MAPs’? development? and? changes,? where? divergent? actors? with? their? distinctive?
psychological? aspects? (Hall,? 2016),?mentalities,? traditions? and? viewpoints? perform?
accounting? institutional?work,? often? resulting? in?MAPs’? changes? (Ahrens?&? Ferry,?
2018;?Covaleski?et?al.,?2013;?Battilana?&?D’Aunno,?2009).?Therefore,?the?intention?of?
this? thesis?was? to?extend? the?explanation?boundaries?of? these?accounting?changes?
with? new? intricate? dimensions? and? pictures.? Specifically,? I? examined? the? so?called?
human?side?of?accounting?through?the?notion?of?human?embedded?agency?(Battilana?
?39?
&?D’Aunno,?2009;?Emirbayer?&?Mische,?1998)?within? the? context?of?a? transitional?
economy.??
?















group?of?PSCs? in?post?transition?makes?good?progress? in?MAPs’? reforms,?not? least?
because? ‘external’? and? ‘internal? agents’,? possessing? high? agentic? and? negotiating?
capacity?(Emirbayer?&?Mische,?1998),?find?ways?to?formulate?and?achieve?common?
goals?and?views?on?changes.?The?agentic?and?negotiating?capacity?of? ‘external’?and?




























































































on? a? particular? ‘demand’? in? a? particular? situation? to?which? agency? offers? its? own?
solution?or?correction.?For?instance,?seemingly?coercive?controls?might?be?perceived?
as? enabling,? due? to? the? practical?evaluative? dimension? of? agency? that? includes?




objectives,? numerous? cultural? clashes,? and? little? knowledge? about? the? cause? and?
effect?of?the?undertaken?changes?and?their?results.?In?this?case,?as?part?of?the?practical?
evaluative? dimension? of? human? agency,? ‘situated? awareness’? became? prominent,?
leading?to?changes?in?MAPs?through?the?mechanisms?of?‘enabling?coercion’?(Paper?2).??
?
Further,? human? actors? mobilize? care? in? situations? that? need? projective? thinking?
(Emirbayer?&?Mische,? 1998)? –? in? situations?when? formal? control? systems? fail? but?









In? this? respect,? instead?of?being?answer?machines,?ammunition?machines,? learning?
machines?or?rationalization?machines?(Burchell?et?al.,?1980),?management?accounting?
and? control? practices? merely? become? ‘caring? machines’.? The? so?called? ‘caring?
machines’?are?mobilized? through? informal? control? systems.? ?As?managers?did? care?
about? their?projects? (thus?mobilizing? the?projective?agency’s?dimension)? (Paper?3),?
they?were?emotionally?attached?to?what?they?controlled;?therefore,?managers?in?both?
studied?projects?decided?to?go?beyond?their?contracts.?In?these?cases,?characterized?










Finally,? the? iterational/habitual? dimension? of? agency? that? undermines? selective?
reactivations?by?actors?of?past?patterns?of?thought?and?action,?therefore?sustaining?
their? identities? (Emirbayer? &? Mische,? 1998),? might? be? one? explanation? of? the?
phenomenon?of?‘serial?institutional?entrepreneurship’?(Paper?4).?The?entrepreneurial?




In? the? case? of? serial? institutional? entrepreneurship? (Paper? 4),? we? deal? with? an?
individual? (manager),?who? is,? due? to? experience,? certain? about? how? to? do? things?
(habitual?or?iterational?dimension?of?agency).?He?has?his?own?will?and?also?knows?the?
cause? and? effect? relations.? However,? he? deals? with? a? great? many? dilemmas? in?
objectives? for?making?changes? (often?personal?vs.?organizational).?The? institutional?
entrepreneur? is?sometimes?trapped?and?asks?himself:?“Why?do? I?need?to?engage? in?








agency? that? go? beyond? a? focus? on? exogenous? shocks? or? heroic? institutional?
entrepreneurs? (Hwang?&? Colyvas,? 2011;? Kilfoyle?&? Richardson,? 2011;? Leca? et? al.,?
2008).?It?contributes?to?an?emerging?body?of?literature?that?aims?to?understand?the?





and? mentalities,? emotional? engagement? and? care,? perceived? work? situation? of?
comfort?and?discomfort?at?workplace,?etc.?It?does?not?seem?possible?to?resolve?the?
‘mystery?of?agency’?or?the?so?called?‘human?embedded?agency?paradox’?(Seo?&?Creed,?



















agency’s?aspects,? ?different?moods,? feelings,?and?attitudes? (Ahrens?&? Ferry,?2018;?
Boedker?&?Chua,?2013;?Covaleski?et?al.,?2013;?Hall,?2016).??
?
Thus,? compared? to? previous? accounts? of?MAPs’? changes? (Ahrens? &? Ferry,? 2018;?
Boedker?&?Chua,?2013;?Covaleski?et?al.,?2013),?this?study?provides?a?more?detailed?
explanation? of? the? micro?processes? through? which? human? agency? occurs? and?
particularly? the? role? of? different? dimensions? of? agency? (projective,? habitual? and?
practical?evaluative)? in? shaping? such? change? processes.? The? empirical? studies?
juxtapose? such? categories? as? ‘situated? awareness’,? ‘care’? and? ‘habit’,? as? parts? of?
agency’s? different? dimensions,? with? the? accounting? dilemmas,? and? explain? the?




on? accounting? in? transition? (Haldma? &? Lääts,? 2002;? Moilanen,? 2007,? 2008;?








In? terms? of? the? implications? of? this? research? for? practice,? it? is? stressed? that?
practitioners?should?understand?the?common? illusions?of?control? (Dermer?&?Lucas,?
1986),? created? by? formal? control? systems,? such? as? budgets,? and?must? therefore?
complement?the?formal?with?informal?controls.?Further,?managers?must?develop?their?






















instance,? the? (psychological)?dimensions?of? ‘accounting?actorhood’?have?become?a?
highly?topical?area?in?management?studies?in?recent?years?(Bromley?and?Meyer,?2015;?




agency.? In? some? views,? they? are? seen? as? natural? entities,? albeit? with? bounded?





When? it? comes? from?each? sub?study?of? this?dissertation,? there? are?other?possible?
directions? for? future? research.? For? example,? the? literature? review? stresses? the?
importance? of? understanding? the? ‘struggles’? and? ‘failures’? in? the? development? of?
MAPs,?especially?in?the?transition?PSCs,?because?this?group?of?countries?is?especially?
sparsely?represented? in?the?research? literature?today.?The? first?empirical?sub?study?
calls? for?more? research?on? relations?between?coordination?and?decision?making? in?
accounting?regimes’?transformation?processes.?Although? I?do?not?explicitly?refer?to?
the? intentionality?of? the?change?processes?described? in? the?paper?or? the?collective?
change? efforts,? the? distinction? between? intentional? and? unintentional? sources? of?
agency? (Englund?&?Gerdin,? 2018),? as?well? as? the? notion? of? collective? institutional?
entrepreneurship? (Wijen? &? Ansari,? 2007;?Maguire? et? al.,? 2004)? from? the? side? of?
company?managers,?may? have? interesting? implications? for? the? change? processes?
presented?in?this?sub?study.??
?
The?second?empirical?sub?study?calls? for?more?empirical? research?on? ‘care?control’?












high?status? positions? at? the? upper?management? level? (e.g.? CFO)? and? had? formed?
particular?habits,?which?appeared?to?have?facilitated?his?attempts?at?MAPs’?changes?
and?his?decisions? to? leave?at?particular?moments,? summarized?as? the?comfort?and?
discomfort?zones?of?IE.?A?systematic?understanding?of?such?categories?is?missing?from?
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The? content?of? the? 1st? e?mail,?which?was? also? a? request? for? an? interview,?was? an?
important?starting?point.?In?order?for?the?potential?research?participant?to?understand?
my? aim,? I? concisely? formulated? it? in? the? first? two? sentences,? later? providing? brief?
information?about?myself?and?the?institution?I?worked?for.?I?decided?to?keep?it?as?short?
and? straightforward? as? possible.? I? also?made? a? note? about? the? anonymity? of? the?
research?participants?(and?the?company,?if?necessary).?After?my?visits?to?the?company,?
the?Director? for? External?Affairs? confirmed? that? I? did? not? need? to? anonymize? the?
company?name.?The?2nd?e?mail?should?necessarily?include?the?topics?for?discussion,?in?
order?for?the?participant?to?be?prepared.?I?did?not?include?the?list?of?questions?I?had?
with? me? during? the? interviews? but,? instead,? grouped? them? into? four? different?
categories?that?I?thought?should?give?a?good?overview?of?the?issues?of?interest?in?the?





Personal? curiosity? is? the?main? driving? force? of? research? and? interviews.?However,?
preparedness? (as? much? data? as? possible? about? the? interviewed? person? and? an?
interview?guide?with?a?set?of?questions)? is?necessary.? It? is? important?to?employ?the?
snowball?interviewing?technique?(at?least?one?new?person?should?be?recommended?
to?talk?to?during?each?interview).?The?snowball?interviewing?technique?helped?me?to?
identify? the? Institutional? Entrepreneur? I? describe? in?my? fourth? paper.? In? an? ideal?
situation,?when?the?interviewer?is?allowed?to?tape?record?the?conversation,?this?would?
not? be? an? issue.?However,? in? situations? in?which? it? is? not? possible? to? record? the?
conversation,?the?researcher?must?have?extra?papers?and?extra?pens?to?make?notes,?
as?well? as? to? look? though? the? notes? and? repeat? ‘the? findings’? at? the? end? of? the?
interview,?in?order?to?ensure?that?the?interpretation?was?correct.?It?is?even?better?if?it?
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This thesis studies the human side of accounting, using the notion of human  
embedded agency. It refers to the ability of human actors to create, maintain and disrupt 
management accounting practices (MAPs). This thesis extends the existing explanation 
boundaries of MAPs’ changes and (re)conceptualizes the role of human agency in 
shaping and interpenetrating diverse forms of MAPs, by exploring how human agency’s 
different dimensions are intertwined with MAPs during significant transformations. 
By means of four different but theoretically interrelated studies, the thesis introduces 
readers to the practices of management control and accounting and the changes these 
practices have undergone in the context of post-socialist countries (PSCs). This research 
goes beyond the well-studied ‘naturally occurring’ management accounting changes 
observed in Western contexts. 
Firstly, the literature review paper describes and compares the progress in MAPs’ reforms 
across different PSCs. The three basic dimensions of agency (practical-evaluative, 
projective and iterational (habitual)) are then examined in three empirical studies. Each 
study draws upon a particular agency’s dimension and examines its role and bonds 
with MAPs. By so doing, the three empirical papers add new perspectives to ‘classic’ 
accounting dilemmas – coercive vs. enabling, formal vs. informal control, stability vs. 
changes. 
The thesis reveals the role of human agency in making different levels of progress in 
terms of accounting reforms across PSCs. The study juxtaposes such parts of agency’s 
different dimensions as ‘situated awareness’, ‘care’ and ‘habit’ with the accounting 
dilemmas and explains the outcomes of MAPs’ changes, resulting in ‘enabling coercion’, 
‘use of informal controls’ and ‘serial institutional entrepreneurship’. In sum, this study 
revives some classic accounting studies and proposes ways to add the ‘new’ perspective 
into analysis – the ‘human side’ of accounting.
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